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Jeda
Products

Model 3 /Y
Versions
Model 3
2017-2020

USB A version
Typically found in Model 3's produced
between 2017 to June 2020. Two
matching USB A ports.

Model 3 & Y
2020

USB A+C version
Typically found in Model 3's and Y's
produced throughout 2020. One USB A
port and one USB C port.

Model 3 & Y
2021

USB C Version
Typically found in Model 3's and Y's
produced in 2021.

Product
Compatibility
Model 3
2017-2020

Jeda Wireless Pad

Model 3 & Y
2020

Jeda SSD

Jeda USB Hub
Jeda Tray
Jeda USB Hub 2020

Model 3 & Y
2021

Jeda USB Hub Console Tray

getjeda.com

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT 1.

Jeda
Wireless
Pad
TESLA MODEL 3
TESLA MODEL Y

The first wireless phone charger designed
for use in the Tesla Model 3 and Y.
Compatible with all phone models and
sizes. Features landscape and portrait
charging, as well as wired charging
options.

FIRST LAUNCH 2018.
NEW VERSION LAUNCHED 2021

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeda Wireless Pad
Connect two of the cables which come in your box. Depending on
the ports in your Tesla, or if you have one of our USB Hubs - you can
use any mix of USB A or USB C cables.
In your Tesla, remove the piano black ridge lip. This is easily removed
by applying a slight pressure and pushing to the left.
When installing the Jeda Wireless Pad, you’ll notice four circular
notches where the charger is to be placed. Line the wireless pad up,
and route the cables down.
Install the Jeda Spacer, followed by the OEM piano black ridge (see
next page)
Connect the cables to a power source and allow 10-15 seconds for the
wireless charger to power up and activate.

For those who wish to use the 12v socket for faster charging,
please refer to our guide. Best suited for Pixels and Android devices.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeda Spacer
installation

When installing the Jeda Wireless Pad, you’ll notice
four circular notches where the charger is to be
placed
Connect two of the cables which come in your box.
Depending on the ports in your Tesla, or if you have
one of our USB Hubs - you can use any mix of USB
A or USB C cables.
In your Tesla, remove the piano black ridge
Wired charging:
https://shop.tesla.com/product/model-3-phonecharging-cable

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT 2.

Jeda
usb hub
TESLA MODEL 3
TESLA MODEL Y

The Jeda USB Hub allows you to use up to six
different devices for charging and data
purposes. Perfect for charging devices, music
drives, TeslaCam storage, game controllers
and more – the Jeda USB Hub allows you to
do it all, at once. Features anti-theft
mechanisms and an OEM design.

FIRST LAUNCHED 2019
NEW VERSION LAUNCHED 2020

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeda USb Hub

To install the Jeda USB Hub, first remove the
compartment cover from your hub. You can
do so by pressing down on a bottom corner.

With the compartment cover removed, use
your hands to leverage the USB Hub into the
center console area.

Go slowly from the top to bottom, ensuring
both ports align with the USB hub. It may
take a second or two to seat correctly. Once
installed, connect your devices and allow up
to 60 seconds for devices to connect.

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT 3.

Jeda
SSD
TESLA MODEL 3
TESLA MODEL Y

The Jeda SSD is a 256 GB Sentry Storage Device
designed to connect magnetically and provide
dashcam and sentry storage for your Tesla. Designed
to accommodate our USB Hubs for the Tesla Model 3
and the Tesla Model Y.

LAUNCHED 2021

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeda SSD
installation
The Jeda SSD is extremely easy to install. Simply connect the
magnetic cable to your Jeda USB Hub.
The SSD is formatted for your Tesla, however if you don't see it
automatically showing up, you can format it very simply.

Format in your Tesla: Use the Model 3 / Model Y formatting
function under Controls > Safety & Security > Format USB
Device
Format on your computer: open disk management> choose
SSD> format with EXFAT. You'll need to format with EXFAT
instead of FAT32

FLAGSHIP PRODUCT 4.

Jeda
Tray
TESLA MODEL 3
TESLA MODEL Y

The Jeda Tray is a center console organizer
designed to store and organize belongings and
devices, with some added perks and security
features. Built with a two-tiered system, the
Jeda Tray features a discreet under storage for
safe keeping, and built in charging points for
Airpods and the Apple watch.

LAUNCHED 2021

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Jeda Tray
installation

The Jeda Tray is simple to install. Simply place it into your Model 3/Y center console
and connect the cable to either the Jeda USB Hub, or directly to the front USB Port.
If you are using a third-party hub, or have a unique setup, you can replace the cable
which accompanies your Jeda Tray for an alternative one that suits your needs. If
you experience an issue with charging, simply rotate the cable or magnet the other
way. Allow 30-60 seconds after first connecting the cable for the tray to activate and
power on the charging points. If your devices are fully charged at 100%, the Jeda
Tray will automatically detect this and will not resume or continue charging your
devices.

